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Benefits of MDR Enterprise
 Greater visibility, detection and response

 •  Improve visibility by ingesting data from all technologies

 •  Advanced threat analytics helps focus on real risks. By  
 understanding identities and assets, Deepwatch provides   
	 lower	volume,	high-fidelity	alerts	that	matter

 •  Active threat hunting to detect evasive threats 

 •  Rapid response to minimize impact

 Augment your security team with experts

 •  Our security technology managed by a team of experts 
 manage your security technology, optimizing your existing   
 tech stack investments. 

 •  The Deepwatch Squad acts as an extension of your team,   
 freeing the internal team to focus on strategic initiatives   
 that support business growth   

 Measurable ROI

 •  Clear savings from outsourcing versus building and   
 managing an in-house SOC 

	 Improve	security	program	efficacy	

 •  Demonstrate the value of security investments with   
 Deepwatch Secure Score, an objective measure of  
 security maturity

 •  Your Deepwatch Squad helps establish a blueprint for   
 continuous improvement of the security program. 

Deepwatch 
MDR
Enterprise

Intelligence-Driven, Advanced 
Managed Detection and Response
Today, securing enterprises is harder than ever. With the growth of 
remote workforces, the migration of data from on-premise to the 
cloud, and an increased reliance on third parties, the attack surface 
continues to get larger and more porous. 

Defending against relentless attackers requires specialized 
expertise, costly technology, and constant vigilance.  Deepwatch 
MDR Enterprise can help.

DEEPWATCH MDR ENTERPRISE 

Deepwatch MDR Enterprise is an intelligence-driven advanced MDR 
with the 24/7/365 detection and response you need and the white-
glove service you want. MDR Enterprise provides the comprehensive, 
real-time view of information security risks across the enterprise that 
you	needed	to	efficiently	and	effectively	manage	risk	and	improve	
security operations.

Built on the Deepwatch SecOps Platform, MDR Enterprise uses 
platform capabilities including curated threat intelligence by industry, 
advanced threat analytics, malware analysis, and machine learning to 
identify threats that evade detection tools.

Deepwatch	MDR	Enterprise	takes	a	different	approach	to	alerting.	
Rather than alerting on everything, MDR Enterprise uses advanced 
threat analytics to understands identities and assets, normalizing 
alerts across the environment into a single risk object and escalating  
only on risks that exceed the customer risk tolerance threshold. This 
allows MDR Enterprise to alleviate alert fatigue with lower volume, 
high	fidelity	alerts	while	preserving	alert	context.

MDR Enterprise is compliant with industry regulations including 
HIPAA, HITECH, PCI DSS, SOX, GDPR.

http://deepwatch.com


“I SLEEP BETTER AT NIGHT 
KNOWING YOU ARE HERE.”

CISO, large healthcare organization

The Deepwatch Squad Advantage
Each MDR Enterprise customer is assigned a Deepwatch 
Squad composed of a Squad Leader, Lead Analyst, Security 
Analysts, Threat Hunter, Detection Engineers, and Customer 
Success Manager who work directly with the customer 
security team. This close relationship strengthens team 
collaboration and alert triage, while also helping mature in-
house security operations.

DEEPWATCH MDR ENTERPRISE  
BY THE NUMBERS

reduction in alert volume
98%

improvement in threat detection
10x

average improvement  
in	security	program	efficacy

40%

increase	in	identified	 
threat containment

90%

 ABOUT DEEPWATCH 
Deepwatch delivers data-driven managed security services while 
extending customers’ cybersecurity teams and proactively advancing 
their SecOps maturity. Powered by our innovative cloud-native 
platform, Deepwatch is trusted by leading global organizations to 
provide 24/7/365 managed security services.

CONTACT US 
sales@deepwatch.com 
7800 E Union Ave, Suite 900  
Denver, CO 80237 
855.303.3033 
www.deepwatch.com
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